
Joe Demendi, product specialist for Symbolon opens the calls. 
other speakers: 
Lucas Pollice associate director of Symbolon 
Eric Siverts, implemented Symbolon at his parish Director of  Adult Faith Formation St 
Patrick Catholic Church, Colorado Springs 
Brian Truckenbrod, Lighthouse Catholic Media product specialist  
 
2:00 min Opening prayer 

Lucas Pollice 
5:00 min Lucas gives a12 min overview of Symbolon including: 
7:45 Symbolon is a "new" way/expression for the New Evangelization to engage 
modern people 
11 we teach the catholic faith and life application 
11:30 what Symbolon covers, 
           part 1 Knowing the Faith (the Creed) 
           part 2 Living the Faith (Sacraments/morality) 
13:30 Leaders guides make it easy to lead a group 
14:15 The Digital Platform-what does it do? 
15:30 How is Symbolon being used? 
           website:  www.symboloncatholic.org 

Brian Truckenbrod 
18:00 Brian Truckenbrod shares on impact of real users 
20:30 Lucas introduces parish user Eric 
21:15 Why Eric and pastor brought Symbolon to St. Patricks 

Eric Siverts 

http://www.symboloncatholic.org/


22:40 Eric shares how the parish promoted Symbolon at the parish to get started 
24:40 What kind of fruit are you seeing from using Symbolon? 
27:00 Brian comments on the systematic nature of the Symbolon 
29:00 Lucas shares on How the parishes are using Symbolon in the parish 
30.47 six steps to implementing Symbolon  
1. staff and key volunteers training 
get key parish groups involved 
Parish Rollout 
5 announce symbolon 
6 use liturgical year tie ins 
 
38:15 open Q&A 
39:33 Opening the Word is available by app 
app includes daily audio reflections on the daily mass readings 
40:28 how would a parish use digital symbolon vs dvd symbolon?  
44:50 caller shares on using DVDs to backup of digital platform 
46.50 Julie Curtain, PA Can you use Symbolon with Pre-Cana when one of the couples 
is out of town? 
49:35 Jay from CA asks about Spanish Symbolon 
51:00 Julia from NY is there a way for parishes to track the number of log ins 
52:00 FLOCKNOTE helps symbolon immensely visit.www.flocknote.com/lighthouse 
54:25 Jim asks about sharing Symbolon at a priest convocation  
 

http://visit.www.flocknote.com/lighthouse

